November 1, 1955, is the closing date of the application period for the United States Government educational exchange grants abroad. It was announced today by Kenneth Holland, President of the Institute of International Education, 1 East 67th Street, New York City.

One month prior to the closing date, the Institute will publish a list of those students who have been awarded the Fulbright and Benjamin A. Cohen Immigration awards for the 1956-57 academic year. Scholarship applications blanks are available at the Institute, at the offices of the Commonwealth Fund, 26th and P Street, Washington, or in the offices of Fulbright Advisers on college and university campuses. A brochure describing the overseas study awards has been available at the Institute.

A meeting of the Cowl Staff will be held Monday, October 14, in the Cowl Staff office. On that day, students will have an opportunity to attend Mass Friday, and the first meeting of the Cowl Staff will be held Wednesday, October 16, at 7:30 p.m. Students and faculty extend their deepest sympathy to the family of Our Lady of the Rosary. They will give their best wishes to the candidates for election, with particular emphasis on candidates who have been in the country for the past two years and who have worked hard in the community.

The Rosemary—"Sign Of A Catholic" States Rosary Study Speaker

A graphic illustration of the Dominican's love and devotion for the Blessed Virgin Mary in a well-attended sermon by Reverend John P. Kenny, O.P., head of the Department of Philosophy, highlighted the Rosary Sunday ceremony last night before a large audience in the Grotto as an example of St. Dominic's undying devotion to Our Lady of the Rosary.

Father Foley died at the Dominican Novitiate, Dover, Mass., aged 59, on March 5, 1955. He had been ordained in the Dominican Order in 1922, in Washington, D.C., and was assigned to the college as professor of religion in that year. He was the local prior of the Rosary friary in Washington, D.C.

First Friday Services To Be At The Grotto

In order to give everyone an opportunity to attend Mass Friday, a First Friday Mass will be celebrated at the Grotto at 7:45 a.m. This will give ample time for anyone to receive Holy Communion and get a cup of coffee at the cafeteria before the 8:30 class.

During the month of October, Mass will be celebrated at the Grotto Monday through Saturday at 7:45 a.m. and at 8:45 p.m.

The Rosemary has given a "grand of the races," and therefore gives access to the particular type of bloom as a sacrament.

The Rosemary is "deeply theological, yet simple enough to be understood by a child. It is the sign of a Catholic." He alluded to the sign of the St. Dominic and his love of Annunciation.

First Friday Mass Starts School Year At Grotto

On Monday, October 3rd, the Most Reverend Russell J. McVinney, D.D., Bishop of Providence, was the honored guest of Administration, Faculty and students for the Mass of the Holy Ghost, which took place Monday morning at 9:20 a.m.
We very much doubt that anyone of our fellow classmates would consider selfishness, irresponsibility, and ungratefulness as admirable traits. To a man, we would consider such traits as deplorable. However, it is becoming unfortunately apparent that there are individuals of this type manifesting such traits.

The administration of our college has gone to enormous expense to provide us with not only the best classroom facilities but also athletic and social opportunities. . . . climaxed by the erection of Alumni Hall.

The rules governing the use of the new gym are simple and easily observed, and are designed only to protect it for the many classes to use.

Why is it, then, that some students, seemingly endowed with the above traits, insist in trampling upon these rules by littering the drinking fountains, spitting in the lobbies, spitting in the sinks, maltreating the property owned and operated by others. . . .

We are extremely fortunate to have our new gym and its facilities—let's get on the ball and protect it.

Gentlemen of Providence College:

The political scene here at P.C. this week is one to be proud of. The students are the spirit of the class of '56, has not been dulled. . . .

In writing this letter I, a member of this class, am not speaking for any political faction, or for this that personality. I am doing nothing more that begin to apologize to the dean of discipline, Father Out. But Father Out, even in the face of the new lounge, he decided to personally speak with him and his cohorts and, realizing the extent of having lost the use of the new lounge, he decided to personally speak with the dean. . . .

The prizes will now be announced in the next issue. . . .

We wholeheartedly encourage everyone to tune up and give it the old college try.
Platforms And Statements Of Class Officer Hopefuls

(Continued from Page 1)
tist, the Veracranic Party has given much thought to the following:

(1) Farmers' Festival.
(2) Commencement Ball.
(3) Commencement Week Activities.

Concerning the above three, we will not make any wild promises, but will act with thoroughfulness and regard to you, the class, at all times.

The Senior Gift, a lasting momento of our class, will be selected only after careful thought and unbiased manner.

Affairs of this class shall be super­

vised by all elected officials, who, are, by virtue of their office, directly responsible and held accountable to the class, and not to a Palace Guard. We wish do devote full time to class affairs.

VOTE VERACRANIC

Bill Rainini—President
Hugh Moore—Vice-President
Bob Van Alstyne—Secretary
John Birticeli—Treasurer
Peter Van Alstyne—Vice-President

We, Dick Glasgow, Henry Conti and Charles Canning, are seeking elected office in this class of 1956. We hold these offices in high esteem, and it is our sincere conviction that every student in the class should take part in its activities. We are not going to make measurable promises. We don't feel we have to... We think that by running for offices we suppose that we will do our very best for all. We feel that we have a great class and want to do our part to increase its greatness.

Dick Glasgow—President
Charles Canning—Treasurer

Dear Seniors:

Being a candidate for the office of president of our class, I would like to say that I fully realize the duties of this office and will carry out the duties connected with the job to the best of my ability.

As your class president last year I feel that I did all that was expected of me. When there was a choice to be made, it was made with careful consideration of the entire class.

I would like to make my bid to represent the class this year in any of the various class committees whose duties will take place.

I thank you for your support in the past and hope to see it again this year.

Sincerely yours,
James V. Renzi
Candidate for President, '56

Juniors

Secretary—Clarence Sylvester
Treasurer—Ed Kane

The Junior Class is interested in planning for the future of the students who are interested, hard working, and co-operative, and represents the junior class in its activities. Our aim to work unceasingly for that which is the best interest of the students. We pledge to appoint intelligent, unbiased, and efficient members of the Sophomore Class to the various class committees. We are seasoned students, but are only the servants of their classmates, and not the masters. We will strive to keep a class unorganized and not to a Palace Guard.

The class as a whole lacks that very important part of college life—spirit. Spirit should be exercised by every member of the student body, whether in his private life or in his college life. Co-operation is one of the most important ingredients of spirit. This has to be exercised by everyone if we are to achieve our aims.

As a candidate for the Vice-President of the Class of 1957, I will endeavor to create unity and spirit among its members. The results of my observations of the unity of this class are not too favorable. For one thing there is a very large clique among the resident and day students. This tends to keep a class unorganized.

As you all know, the lack of organization is detrimental to any group or unit in striving to achieve success. Success in the minds of the Junior Class members, is to make our class the best class of Providence College.

The class as a whole lacks that very important part of college life—spirit. Spirit should be exercised by every member of the student body, whether in his private life or in his college life. Co-operation is one of the most important ingredients of spirit. This has to be exercised by everyone if we are to achieve our aims.

As a candidate for the Vice-President of the Class of 1957, I will endeavor to create unity and spirit among its members. The results of my observations of the unity of this class are not too favorable. For one thing there is a very large clique among the resident and day students. This tends to keep a class unorganized.

As you all know, the lack of organization is detrimental to any group or unit in striving to achieve success. Success in the minds of the Junior Class members, is to make our class the best class of Providence College.

Let’s Go! It’s Lucky Doodle Time!

If you’re up a tree about what Gig­

arettes to order, there’s no better point of view in the Doodle at left. It’s titled: Davy Crockett enjoying better-tasting Lucky as seen by bär in tree. Luckies taste better for a haful of reasons. First of all, Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. Then, that tobacco is toasted—’It’s Toasted’—for the remainder of this year. And, the lucky Lucky Strike process tones up Luckies’ light, mild, good­
tasting tobacco to make it taste even better... cleaner, fresher, smoother. So set your sights on better taste—light up a Lucky yourself!
Senior R.O.T.C. Students Display High Calibre At Summer Camp

By Jim Sartain

It would probably be more accurate to say "high caliber" rather than "high calibre". For in the world of airmail there is no such word as "calibre". One of the first things I learned in the "school for the blind" was that "calibre" is an archaic word, as well as being an archaism. It is more a word of the past than the present. Nevertheless, I still use it occasionally, as I think it is more appropriate in the context of our discussion.

After noon chow, at about 1320 hours, we would once again return to our respective battalions. Our particular training for that day would be: Training was usually over by 1700 hours (5:00 p.m.) whereupon we would return to our barracks. We would then have a formation at which time the company first sergeant would give us all the bad news for the day. This would be followed by "retreat" at 1725 hours and then by "marchout".

After evening chow dinner we would go to bed. About 1800 hours, the rest of the evening was ours... to clean our rifles, polish our boots, clean our brains, do any odd details which we had enlisted during the day, write home to Mom and Dad, and any other recreation at diversion we could dream up... (and if you are laughing now in diabolical, remember that one to laugh last, laughs best)."

"...We were supposed to be in our bunks by 2230 hours (10:30 p.m.) but it was usually close to an hour before that we were. If you think sleep is a precious thing when you have an 8:30 class, just wait!"

"...Though we did have some chance to apply to practical use what we were learning during the first half of the time we slept, we spent most of our training hours listening to lectures and watching demonstrations. Our training was directed toward the close quarters bat mail.

Our equipment consisted of such handy things to have around as: an entrenching tool (a spade), a helmet (with some under the bangs), helped us dig fox holes and other similar activities.

Tactics for the individual soldier, small units, and large units. In this category the concrete illustrations of the meaning of the term "tactics" were given.

We studied the functions and missions of each of the branches of the Army from the Quartermaster Corps to the Army Aviation Branch.

We studied every except atomic individual and crew served weapon that the Army has and had the opportunity to "fire". The first week was a real eye opener. You cannot obtain the same filtering action.

We were taught how to, and put into practice, the use of maps both during the day and many of the troops be engaged in night operations. We were taught to use maps both during the day and the night. Of course, only a small percentage of the troops would be engaged in night operations. We were taught to use maps both during the day and the night. Of course, only a small percentage of the troops would be engaged in night operations. We were taught to use maps both during the day and the night. Of course, only a small percentage of the troops would be engaged in night operations. We were taught to use maps both during the day and the night. Of course, only a small percentage of the troops would be engaged in night operations.

Qualifying on the M1 was an in-qualifying process. This is a little difficult to explain. For instance, I had a Finland-fed M1 as my command. It was a fine weapon, and I was able to be aware of the effect that the heat and such an explosive has on the weapon itself.

We were taught to and used every kind of communication that combat troops use and we taught how to use maps both during the day and during the night. Of course, only a small percentage of the troops would be engaged in night operations.

Because only Viceroy gives you 20,000 filter traps in every filter tip, made from a pure natural substance found in delicious fruits and other edibles!

2. The Viceroy filter wasn’t just whipped up and rushed to market to meet the new and skyrocketing demand for fil- tered cigarettes. Viceroy pioneered. Started research more than 20 years ago to create the pure and perfect filter.

3. Smokers en masse reported that filtered Viceroy’s have a finer flavor even than cigarettes without filters. Rich, satisfying, yet pleasantly mild.

4. Viceroy draws so easily that you wouldn’t know, without looking, that it even had a filter tip... and Viceroy cost only a penny or two more than cigarettes without filters! That’s why more college men and women smoke VICEEROYS than any other filter cigarette... that’s why VICEEROY is the largest-selling filter cigarette in the world!
ONLY 2 DAYS LEFT TO REGISTER TEAMS FOR FALL SMU FOOTBALL!
HURRY! HURRY! HURRY! HURRY! HURRY!

INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL
In order to be eligible to play all teams must submit their rosters by Oct. 7. All recognized clubs of Providence College are asked to enter a team.

The registering of brooms has been rather slow, so get out and enter your team today. Make that a big year for intramural football.

All entries will be accepted either at the athletic office or by Mr. Lutche at the cottage office.

BY PAUL POWERS
COMING A NEW ERA
With the opening of Alumani Hall a new era has begun here at the Friars on Smith Hill. This new era will actually begin when the 1955-56 season begins and the Friars look to their crosstown rivals, Brown, in the opening game on December 3rd.

For some time now the Black and White has been reaping a playing surface they could really call Home. For the past eight years the Friars have been playing within the limited confines of the Mt. Pleasant High School court, but this surface proved to be inadequate to the Friar needs, for when playing on their foes' larger surfaces the Friars would many times be foiled by the big floor. But now with their own large and adequate floor the Friars will be able to play their opponents on an even basis at home or away.

Along with the new gym comes a new mentor to the Rejuvenating Friars. The new "youngster," Joe Mullane, who gives the appearance of one of the varsity candidates rather than the varsity coach, comes to us here at P.C., after having a highly successful season at Nor­wich.

Having met his team only a few days prior to their initial start last season, Joe's team went on through the season and compiled a fine record of 17 wins with only eight defeats.

Joe has been on the Friar home grounds since school resumed and has been able to greet some of the boys who will probably be sporting the Black and White this year. I believe he only had six days with his team last year before the game and look what they accomplished. Just think what could when he has four or five weeks with the Friars before their opening win over Miami Mississippi.

You may remember that Joe knows something about winning ball teams, for he was a member of the 1946-47 NCAA championship Holy Cross team.

Flanagan Forecasts

"Ivy League Story"

By Gene Flanagan
As we enter the third week of the football season, let's keep in mind that the Ivy League is in its last informal season.

Here we give the tea to Yale for the crown, though not by much. The "Bulldogs" rate tops because of their veteran passing and running attack, charging line, and veteran quarterback and a fine group of veterans.

For Harvard we look to the upstart last year, ability to me­merize Friars. The new "youngster," Joe Mullaney, who gives the ap­pearance of one of the varsity candidates rather than the varsity coach, with such a new era for our growing college.

That was quite a star studded club that Joe was playing with, with such stars as Matt Botsford, Blackman, Behnam. We can...

In order to enter a...

Friday, Oct. 7, from 5 to 7 p.m.

Monday, Oct. 9, from 5 to 7 p.m.

Tuesday, Oct. 11, yet to be announced.

Thursday, Oct. 13, from 5 to 7 p.m.

Friday, Oct. 14, from 5 to 7 p.m.

The Friars will have their hands full with the Varsity candidates rather than the varsity coach, with such stars as Matt Botsford, Blackman, Behnam. We can...

Friday, Oct. 7, from 5 to 7 p.m.

Monday, Oct. 9, from 5 to 7 p.m.

Tuesday, Oct. 11, yet to be announced.

Thursday, Oct. 13, from 5 to 7 p.m.

Friday, Oct. 14, from 5 to 7 p.m.

The Friars will have their hands full with the Varsity candidates rather than the varsity coach, with such stars as Matt Botsford, Blackman, Behnam. We can...
The Autumn Festival, the first of its kind in the history of the Carillon Club, will be held on Nov. 5 in Alumni Hall. Hugo Basso and his orchestra will provide the dance music. The dance, breaking refreshments, will run from 7:45 to 10:30 in formal attire. Limited members of the Carillon Club and their guests, in a dance which will be enjoyed from 8:00 p.m. to midnight. Tickets to attend are urged to buy their tickets early. Tickets will be $2.00 a head. The cost of balle Dance for the first semester will also be required of ticket purchases. Guests for the affair will be the Very Rev. Robert J. Slavin, O.P., president of the college, and members of the administrative faculty, and Military Science Department.

An evening meeting of the Car- lon Club will be held recently, with the club moderator, Rev. Edward K. Brennan '55, together with the club officers: Bill Barnett, presi- dent, John E. O'Connor, null, Bob Crotchett, treasurer, and C. B. Wilson, secretary. The meeting will highlight the club's religious observances.

The dance, breaking refreshments, will run from 7:45 to 10:30 in formal attire. Limited members of the Carillon Club and their guests, in a dance which will be enjoyed from 8:00 p.m. to midnight. Tickets to attend are urged to buy their tickets early. Tickets will be $2.00 a head. The cost of balle Dance for the first semester will also be required of ticket purchases. Guests for the affair will be the Very Rev. Robert J. Slavin, O.P., president of the college, and members of the administrative faculty, and Military Science Department.

An evening meeting of the Car- lon Club will be held recently, with the club moderator, Rev. Edward K. Brennan '55, together with the club officers: Bill Barnett, presi- dent, John E. O'Connor, null, Bob Crotchett, treasurer, and C. B. Wilson, secretary. The meeting will highlight the club's religious observances.

Hugo Basso To Play At Autumn Festival

"Ham" RadioMen Meet Tomorrow

WIDKG, the Providence College amateur radio station, will hold its first meeting tomorrow, September 8, from 2:30 in the afternoon, room 316 in Albertus Magnus Hall. The purpose of the station is to promote interest in the field of amateur radio. The group will be made up of students of the following classes: 1. Michael Rogers, 2. Donald Butler, 3. John Johnson, 4. John Baker, 5. John Smith, 6. John Davis.
FATHER JAMES T. CARNEY, O.P.

F. THE BUSINESS ADMINI-

nistration Office of Providence.

Postscript, to the Business Admini-

rister.

Walter Muller of Providence, re-

neat to his former post as associate

return to his former post as asso-

ance for special studies.

In addition, the Rev. Thomas H.

, 41, a member of the faculty since

One day last month four Catholic priests  from the Dominican Order, returned from China, where they spent five years working among the Chinese Communists since 1953. The priests are Father Joseph E. O'Hara, O.P., Father Joseph J. O'Reilly, O.P., Father James Joyce, O.P., and Father John Reidy, O.P., who have been in China for three years since his initial assignment to the Dominican Fathers. 

Father John Reidy, O.P., was born in Lowell, Mass., May 30, 1906. He was ordained to the priesthood at Washington, D.C., December 23, 1897. He was ordained to the priesthood at Washington, D.C., in 1922. He has been in the mission field of China all but a few of his years, and has been stationed to the Orient. When Father Joyce, O.P., was coadjutor of the College of Our Lady of Fatima in an era of dramatic development. He was called upon to reconstitute one of the most prominent congregations in the Orient, and was the prime mover in the work of the school.

Arrangements have been made to keep the congregation open to 10:30 A.M. on the night of the dance for the convenience of those attending. The objections, expressed the hope that the student body will support the Friars, and promises a successful and entertaining evening.

At the first meeting of the year, held over by the new president, John Live, was held one hundred and forty-six candidates for study within their programs. Stipend requirements for these foreign study fellowships are: (1) Foreign Scholarships and the Department of State to screen applications for eligibility. The institution makes its own selection of candidates, with the cooperating countries making the final selection of candidates for study in the host countries.
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of Providence history received its
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Also receiving top posts in the new regiment were Bernie Landry, Regi-
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Book Review...

(Continued from Page 2) characterization. People are tired of social problems, failure, and realism. What keeps the theater alive? Musical comedies, farces, and melodramas, though not primarily literate, are pulsating and living. The serious plays of today are the ones that need revitalizing.

How can we correct the audienceless theaters? Surely no cruder against anything will be heard if he does not have any alternate lack to follow. Should we descend from the present intellectual level or start upward from mass insufficiency? By refraining into the past and studying their success and failure; the answer is more than obvious. We have Shakespeare and Sophocles, who, though helping the masses, produced works of great literary value.

Walter Kerr gives several interesting and thought provoking ideas on how to correct the faults of the theater. They are not world shattering nor so very new, they are not used much lately and in fact several have been almost foreign to the stage where they once were an integral part.

Poetry, formerly the requisite of all plays, but now-a-days an unusual type of play is one thing he wishes to see returned. Care must be taken though that the idiom and style of Shakespeare are not too closely imitated. It might be argued that such plays are and will be failures. T. S. Eliot has not been overly successful in his attempts. It is to be noticed that Eliot is primarily a lyrant as Browning, Shelley, Keats, and Byron wrote verse plays, and they were not too well received.

What is needed, Walter Kerr believes, is a new type of poet, a dramatic poet; not a converted lyrical poet. He feels the new crop of coming playwrights should try to develop their style and ability along this line. The book is not a technical treatise. It is designed to appeal to the playover as well as playwrights. He suggests concretely to young playwrights, not as an oracle, more as a guiding father.

Rosary...

(Continued from Page 1) of the Blessed Virgin. St. Dominic juried his life after that of Jesus Christ so closely that he was called "the Lord-like Dominic," he added.

In conclusion, Father Kenny spoke of the Dominican's close devotion to Mary since she had given the Rosary to St. Dominic with the charge "Pervouch the Rosary. Thus shalt produce wonderful fruits." The Rosary is the most popular prayer to the Blessed Virgin, he said.

The glee club provided exceptional choral background to the recitation of the Rosary. Led by the masterful direction of Father Cannon, the group emphasized the atmosphere of religious devotion.

Devotions to Our Lady will continue during the entire month of October. This month is the only one in the Church that is devoted to one prayer. The Rosary has been singled out for this special attention, because it was given to St. Dominic directly by the Blessed Virgin, and, in so doing, Our Lady chose her own form of being revered.

Every evening 7:43 p.m. special services will be held at the Grotto. The Rosary, Litany of the Most Blessed Virgin, the prayer to St. Thomas for students and Benediction will be included in the program.

Holy Spirit Mass...

(Continued from Page 1)

After the completion of the Mass, Father Slavin ascended the pulpit and presented the Bishop to the student body. Bishop McVinney urged the students to cultivate in themselves the virtues, particularly that of humility. "It is good to grow, the more you will find that unless a person has true humility, he will be unable to get along properly," His Excellency told the P.C. students. The Bishop then extended his good wishes to the assembled group for a most successful academic year.

In Aquinas Hall Lounge after the ceremonies, the Bishop was pleased to extend his personal greeting to each member of the clerical Faculty personally. He was then the guest of Father Slavin at breakfast in the private dining room of Aquinas Hall.
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